
Al-Futtaim Case Study

Founded in the 1930s, the Al-Futtaim group is a 9-decade old conglomerate in Dubai dedicated
to enriching the lifestyle of consumers. The diversified group runs 200 brands from sectors such
as retail, health, automotive, real estate, and finance in more than 20 countries across the Middle
East, Africa, South Asia, and Southeast Asia.

Challenge

Al-Futtaim has 27 retail brands from various sectors such as fashion, electronics, food and
beverage, home and lifestyle. Out of these brands, a few of them ran individual loyalty programs
with no option to earn or redeem rewards across other brands, limiting the ability to cross-sell
and up-sell products within the group. Along with this, the lack of a comprehensive database also
prevented Al-Futtaim from providing a holistic and personalized experience.

The group identified the need of an umbrella loyalty program powered by rich customer data to
design unique customer journeys catering to each customer’s need.

Strategy

Al-Futtaim leveraged Capillary’s full-stack loyalty and engagement solution – CDP, Loyalty+,
Engage+ and Insights+ - to aggregate customer data and build an unparalleled marketing
strategy.

A highly accessible database was established by integrating data points from 500 POS machines
across 10+ countries to create a single customer view which can be accessed using their unique
identifier (mobile number, email ID, etc.). This database fueled micro-segmentation of customer
data, empowering the brands to send personalized communication and offers based on the
diverse customer behavior across 7 GCC countries.

An extensive umbrella loyalty program was built to delight customers with common offers
across all brands. Individual brand programs with almost 15-16 unique promotions were easily
merged with the group-level loyalty strategy. This gave customers ample opportunities to collect
and redeem points and avail multiple discounts irrespective of their geographies.

The loyalty program is available on Blue Rewards mobile app with an easy registration process.
While the program enables seamless and real-time points allocation and redemption, bonus
points were deployed to promote a specific customer behavior. Additional coalition programs
with partners were easily incorporated, leading to more touchpoints in the customer’s purchase
journey.

Results

● Customer base grew from <500,000 in 2015 to more than 8Mn in 2021 (To be changed to
%)



● More than 1 million customers onboarded on the group loyalty program
● 30% of the points redemption
● 10X+ Return on investment (To be changed to %)
● Spend of the customers improved by 25% (in ___ years)


